
Add Pick IT UP® to your laundry services!

Laundries are increasingly smart and to differentiate

themselves from the competition they need to provide more

services such as the pick up and automatic delivery of items to

be cleaned. With our Pick IT UP® solution integrating the

deposit and pickup service is very easy.

Thanks to Pick IT UP ® the laundry can give customers an extra

service by placing the lockers in different places such as large

apartment building or in companies.

It has never been easier to deliver and pickup your garments!
Objective

Offer a fully automated

and dislocated garment

delivery and pickup

solution compared to

laundry

Market

Laundries and dry

cleaners

Solution

Intelligent self-service

lockers and dedicated

management software

for the delivery, storage

and collection of

garments to be treated,

with or without payment

for use

ADVANTAGES OF THE LAUNDRY PICK IT UP ® SOLUTION:

 Significantly increase the customer offering a service close

to the customer and not at their own business

 Reduce the cost of renting the store no longer having to be

in a central and visible place

 Simplify pickup and delivery operations and reduce customer

waiting

 Increase availability times for pickup

 Increase presence and visibility in the territory in the case of

Lockers outside the point of sale

ADVANTAGES OF THE PICK IT UP ® SOLUTION FOR YOU:

 Differentiate themselves from the competition

 Sell UP with an innovative solution

 Higher earnings

A VERSATILE SOLUTION

The Pick IT UP® solution is totally

modular in order to adapt to the

spaces and need of every situation.

You can choose between different

combinations, both for the number

of columns and for the number and

size of the individual boxes.

«With Pick IT UP® customers are more free in the delivery and pickup of their clothes, not being

forced to respect the opening hours of the laundry»



How it works

The operation is simple and intuitive, can be integrated with an

existing management solution or work with its own software. Pick

IT UP® can be used both to store and pickup items to clean. An

example of software flow is:

The customer has pre-registered on the laundry application, when

he arrives at the locker he identifies himself and chooses the

service to use, storage or collection. If deposited click on the

appropiate function and based on the number of boxes available

and the amount of items to deposit makes the deposit. The

laundry receives a notification that the customer has delivered

items, goes to the locker and pickup the clothes.

When the items are available for collection, the customer

receives a notification with the amount for payment that can be

made directly on the POS in the locker.

When the customer goes to the locker for pickup, after identifying

himself, the amount to be paid is displayed. Make the payment

with a credit or debit card and to confirm the transaction opens

the box containing its items.

From the control platform you can monitor the status of all

lockers, with the ability to set notifications in case the contents

of the locker were not collected or returned within a certain

period of time.

Lockers can be placed in the same space or in different places,

even in different cities.

All lockers can be connected to a central server that allows you to

monitor them remotely.

Each solution must consist of at least one master column that

manages the lockers, one or more additional (optional) columns

and management software.

A master column can handle up to 8 different add-on modules.

The walls of the standard version are signal white (RAL 9003),

other colors are available and the service of graphic customization

through wrapping.

How it is composed

Sei interessato a questa soluzione? Contattaci


